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Why Do People Hate America?
by: Aleksey Maromyguin
Many have heard of the rumor

of just three, most of the facts of

And if you haven't heard it yet then you

which can be verified on Wikipedia.

have now. The usual response is that these

com.
where shortly after its democrati

never put any thought into the matter.

cally elected leader Mohammed
ish Petroleum holdings, the CIA,

than you may think. And no, I am not a

with Eisenhower's approval, backed

liberal and this is not a lie. These people

a military coup replacing him with

are not the governments of other nations,

the dictatorial regime of Pahlevi

but the actual people themselves. The pur

Shah. Shortly after, the CIA and

pose of this piece is to shed some light as

British intelligence created SA V AK

to why.

secret police, one of the dea:lliest,
most ruthless and violent in modem

ica's past. No, not the history taught in the

history, responsible for over a quar

American school system, but the real his

ter million deaths. SA YAK was

tory. On record there are over 150 inter

allowed to operate virtually un

ventions and conflicts that the United

checked without any restraint until

States has funded, racked or even µirtici

the Islamic Revolution in 1979.

pated in since World War II. It wouldn't

The Iranian people today make no

make any sense to go into all of them, so

mistake about who was to blame for
this brutal regime.

Ct-ossing the Line: SOA
Clnd the Spit-it of Pi-otest

The Greeks also have
their grievances. ln 1965, the Greek
ambassador rejected a plan of Lyn-
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these rumors do have validity, a lot more

First, let's take a look at Amer

don Johnson's to resolve an issue
about Cyprus as it was unaccept

First is Iran in 1953-1979

people cautiously accept the idea, though
Well, I'm here to tell you that
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are lies spread by the liberals. Otherwise
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sponded with the following WITTl

Hate America?

ing: "Fuck your parliament and
your constitution. We pay a lot
of good American dollars to the
Greeks. If your Prime Minister
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SOA and the Spirit

gives me talk about democracy,
parliament and constitutions, he,
his parliament and his constitu
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tion may not last very long."

ness: Are We Really

In 1967, the CIA backed a mili
tary coup to oust the derrncrati
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cally elected Papandreou govern

Puppeting Amer-

ment for refusal to back US inter

ica 's Frustrations:

ests, two days before elections it
was on the verge of winnirg. It
was replaced with a military
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The Media and the
State
The Media Today: a 3
Counterarg11ment

by: Jessic;:i Crow Metmel
"Those who hate injustice, fight it with
every ounce of their strength."
-

Through the Eye of

Ign a cio Ellacuria, killed by SOA
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graduates
In the face of extensive injus
tice that pervades our world, many peo

4

the Storm

Resources and Cita-

8

ple feel submerged, overwhelmed, and
helpless. Many fall into complacency

8

and become captive to apathy, fear, ad
dictions, anger, and depression. How
ever, some choose a different path, the
route of dissent and protest. This road
less traveled is not an easy one. Indeed,
there are many tum-offs and obstacles.
Bum-out is common in the face of so
much oppression. Yet activism prevails.
Many activists see nonviolent direct
action not only important to raising
awareness and fighting injustice, but
also in healing themselves and their
community to the vicarious wounds the
injustice has caused. On November 18-

(Continued on page 5)
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Puppeting America's Frustrations: The Media and the State

b y : A l e k s e y Ma r o m y g u i n

they always run the risk of getting pun

they can just leave information out or

throughs of mankind have put us in a

ished, and that kind of punishment directly

even add unnecessary information to an

very delicate place in history. One of the

affects the wallets of the news execs.

The technological break

The news networks have been

biggest impacts of industrialization on

article to further distort it. In any case,
you are not getting an honest picture, no

the modem day is the creation of mass

around long enough to have learned this

matter what mainstream source you con

communication networks throughout the

lesson well. Now most of them get the

sume. This is not conspiracy theory.
This is reality.

world, especially in first-world countries

front row spot when it comes to such

such as the United States. But with the

things as getting to ask questions during a

creation of, specifically, news networks,

press conference. But I bet you're never

You could see it in the

9-11

coverage, covering for Bush's mistakes

collectively referred to as "the media,"

going to see anyone from, for example,

and pulling at America's heart strings.

there are also very major drawbacks. A

the Independent Media Center

You could see it in the war coverage

symptom of those drawbacks is the me

(Indymedia) asking the president any

where they tum war into entertainment

dia's intent to keep those drawbacks hid

questions. And you're never going to see

and rally support for it. You could see it

den. This is not only true of the media,

CNN ask the president why he continues

in the distinct class difference displayed

but of other such facets of the world,

waging war in Iraq or giving Israel bil

in New Orleans.

which is another reason it is important to

lions in aid, the most given to any nation,

understand it.

while children in third world countries die

showed that in the

by the millions every year from starvation.

the Iraq war, the top four television news

The first ugly truth behind the

For example, a Penn State study

90

days leading up to

media is easy to understand. In a capital

You 'II never see anyone ask him to justify

sources, FOX, ABC, CBS and PBS had

ist system, every aspect of life is de

the racist prejudice that this not only im

390 speakers on various programs. Only

signed and run with the intent to make

plies but creates as well as perpetuates and

3 of those people were anti-war. This is

money and out compete all others. In

grows.

not a study done by "leftists," and it's

other words, networks like CNN, New

So in light of this, isn't it really

naive to think so. Still not convinced?

York Times, FOX, BBC, etc. are all

fair to say that the media has a govern

Look at the media response to Katrina.

completely based on money. Whether

ment bias? The only time the media criti

When white people took food from

it's newspapers, television, the tabloids,

cizes government is when there is some

flooded stores, they were "survivors".

radio, those teen magazines, or what

sort of "scandal," which the public views

When black people did the same, in the

have you, they all operate on the basis of

more as entertainment than politics. En

same manner as the white people, they

cash flow.

tertainment is more profitable than poli

were either thieves or looters. And al

tics, though less predictable, but therefore

though the media is a reflection of the

us? The most striking consequence, for

first on the list of priorities. And this is

people that consume it, it is nonetheless

me, is the media's allegiance to govern

how the world works. The mainstream

racist of them to portray the crisis as

ment. This is always a controversial

media is so prevalent in our society today

such.

point, but it's true. That's why during

that you can trace a whole plethora of

the Clinton administration there was so

problems all stemming from this issue of

much talk about the liberal bias, and now

media corruption and, even more broadly,

own media, an honest media. An under

with Bush, there's so much talk about a

from capitalism itself.

ground network of news exists that

Now, what does this mean for

conservative bias (though there's still

Granted there are journalists out

try to write honest pieces for

those that still think it's liberal). But in

there that

reality there is no bias except toward

mainstream sources, but they are always

making money. Put yourself in their

running the risk of getting fired. There are

shoes: You're a news network executive. several instances I can recall personally

So what can we do? We can
fight it. We can fight back with our very

brings to light the truth as best it can.
Something such as Indymedia is just the
tip of the iceberg. But at the end of each
day we still have to deal with the massive
monopoly of disinformation; manufactur

The network that gets the most money is

that I've heard of this, and there are many

ing consent and puppeting America's

that which breaks the story first. The

others that are very much public out there

fears, frustrations, delusions, greed and

whole nation watches the president when

today. Those that truly succeed are either

complacency is their function and money

he speaks publicly. But the president (or

the ones that don't have any intention to

is their motivation. And at the end of the

his staff anyway) decide who gets to per

be honest, or those that walk the fine line

day, this is all made possible by capital

sonally attend, whose questions he an

between the corporate networks and the

ism, the state, and the delusional masses

swers, how well he answers them, and

truth without getting stepped on. So what

that still believe that this state of exis

who gets the best spot to record, etc.

do these people do that's dishonest? For

tence is sustainable.

That's why if they criticize the govern

one, they are never against lying, as long

ment too much during :regular air time,

as they can get away with it. Besides that

•
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a Counterargument b y: Va l e rie H u b b a r d

I am intrigued by the fervent manner

their news from other sources; they're not

with which my fellow editor, Aleksey Maro

getting their news anywhere.

mygum, adamantly speaks out against the me

There is no denying that the

dia for not supplying Americans with the news

sources of the news are not created equal.

it needs in the above article, "Puppeting Amer
,
ica s Frustrations: The Media and the State."

American business, cannot escape the

The media, like nearly all other facets of

As a student of journalism, I must admit, I

strong-fisted grasp of capitalism. Profit

would be rather disheartened if I believed that

driven media conglomerates and the pres

everything I read in a newspaper or heard

sures of meeting investor expectations

broadcasted in a report was a lie implemented

have, unfortunately, devastated the re

by the media to strategically convey its loyalty

sources of the countless institutions that

to the government. Fortunately, my optimism

bring us the news. Stories that "bleed" or

pushes me forward with my chosen career

shock the public often take precedence

path, and, while I respect the strength and pas
_
sion of my colleague's opinion, I feel an obli

over those with valuable content. Never

gation, as a future journalist, to offer my per
spective m defense of the media.
Modem American society cultivates
numerous systems of values and beliefs that
ultimately arrive at the basic ideological princi
pals of freedom and democracy. Many of our
freedoms are guaranteed by the level of ac
countability to which we hold those in power,
and our nation's democratic stabi I ity depends
largely upon its citizens' commitment to mak
ing informed and unbiased decisions. A key
component in both tasks is journalism, and the
quality of the news reflects not only the media
but also the public interest.
Indeed, the role of the media in alert
ing and educating the American people on
whafs happening within our country is essen
tial 1f the average citizens arc to remain in
volved in shaping their way of life. More im
portantly, though, is the average citizen's role
in demanding a higher standard from the me
dia, and in order to demand such a standard
one must intellectually digest and absorb th
news.

�

Technology has certainly put man-

.
.
kind m a delicate place by allowing us much
more, and more immediate, access to the
events that are taking place in the world we

live in. Before the printing press was invented

�

in 14 4, the news was made available simply
by being in the right place, at the right time,
and then by traveling word-of-mouth. News
papers began circulating in America in the late
1600s and remained the main source of the
news for three hundred years, until the radio
was invented in 1910. Modern Americans'
most relied upon news medium, the television
'
wasn't available until 1939, and the internet
didn't surface until 1994. We are fortunate to
live in the time that we do, for there are endless
sources from which to pull our news.
Alexis de Tocqueville remarked
about newspapers in his cla�sic Democracy in

America, "We should underrate their impor

tance 1f we thought they just guaranteed lib
erty; they maintain civilization." The func

?

ti n of the media is a public service to pro
vide the people it serves with information: to
project the news, to present the facts, to apply
_
the stat1st1cs, to question authority ' and to

describe the events.

It is irresponsible to assume that
every news medium lacks adequacy and hon

esty. In fact, several newspapers, network
programs, local broadcast stations news
magazines, public radio stations,

�nline me

dia reports as well as independent and free
lance writers maintain their integrity and

regularly produce journalistic pieces that are
informative and relevant to the people who

�onsume them.

�

This is evident by the lasting

in uence, Pulitzer prizes and national recog
mtwn.
Jf we want to appoint blame for the
public being uniformed, the culprits we must
consider are complacency of Americans and
the indifference with which they retain the
news. According to An Annual Report on
.
American Journalism, completed by the Pro
ject for Excellence in Journalism, there has
been a steady decline in newspaper reader
ship smce the 1970s, when nearly 80 percent
of adults read the newspaper on a regular
basis. Today, only about 55 percent of adults
read the newspaper regularly, and the largest
deficiency in readers exists in the demo
graphic of young adults aged 1 8-24. Televi
sion audiences have also been drastically cut
m recent years. In 1980, network television
news broadcasts captivated over 50 million
viewers but that number dropped to under 30
'.
million m 2004. While the internet and cable
news networks are responsible in part for
these staggering statistics, their audiences are
only a fraction of the size of those for either
newspapers or network television. What this
means is that Americans are not just getting

theless, there are countless other sources
to utilize when an update from one article
or report is unsatisfactory.
Recent efforts made by the
Committee of Concerned Journalists as

i

well as movements for "civic journa ism,"
attempt to involve public interests and
opinions more directly in the products of
the media. This idea reflects the hope that
the producers of the media might be better
equipped to put out what the public wants
conveyed (and yes, expand its audience
thus pleasing those profit-hungry corpo
rate owners). Consequently, in current

�

rep?rting, there has been less coverage on
political and foreign affairs and more
news from the lifestyle, health, medical,
and scientific fields. In the newsrooms

�

public interests, and not necessarily go 
ernment biases, weigh more heavily upon
which stones are kept and which are
killed.
Some of the pernicious events
that have occurred in modern American
history, including the Monica Lewinsky
scandal, the 9111 attacks in New York and
Washington, the war in Iraq, and most
recently, Hurricane Katrina, have in
creased the public's demand for the news.
This shift has, in tum, perpetuated some
exemplary works of journalism and al
lowed for more in-depth reporting efforts.
In the aftermath of 9111, news
networks and local broadcast programs
did not hesitate to forgo millions of dol
lars in profits to run continuous, commer
cial free broadcasting with the latest de
velopments and updates on issues pertain
ing to the attacks, and rightly so. The
devastation of Hurricane Katrina and the

�

inadequate emergency response f the
government, has caused an emotional tur
bulence in the hearts of likely all Ameri

(Continued on page 7)
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Why Do P eopl e Hat e Am erica? continued
(Continucdji-om page 1)

worldwide hatred.
This desperation is reflected in the

junta, headed by Colonel Papadopoulos, a CIA
employee since 1952 and an ex-Nazi Battalion

ernments of Muslim nations such as Saudi
Arabia which ignore the public and pursue pol

United States' handling of foreign ielations. The

icy according to their own agenda. For exam

leader who hunted down Greek resistance fighters

most current example is the Middle East. Their

ple, the Saudi royal family pockets 14% of that

in WWII. The US admitted to supporting Greek

oldest grievance is the United States' help and

nation's oil revenues. At the same time, the oil

fascists in 1999.

support in creating the state of Israel, created

is grossly under priced and sold at paltry prices

after World War II which was done based on the

as a result of the United States' international

in Latin America was in Chile. The only democ

claim that Jews had a historical claim to that

influence and large military threat.

ratically elected Socialist government ever to

land, the basis of which was purely religious.

have existed was overthrown in 1973. The So

The Palestinians that lived there were pushed

Arguably the most widely-known coup

And, as we've seen, this threat has
often been exercised, which is the greatest and

cialist president Allende was replaced by a mili

most direct cause of resentment. Now there are

tary dictator named Pinochet. The CIA, as al

over 100,000 civilians dead in the nation of

ways, had funded and provided logistics for the

Iraq, and the US is playing the role of puppeteer

operation. In fact, Nixon was also very much

of Afghanistan's and Iraq's new governments.

involved in this operation, remarking in his inef

At the same time, and mostly as a result of this,

fable style: "That son of a bitch Allende. We're

al-Quaeda is growing by leaps and bounds for

gonna smash him." The US government sup

every day of occupation. So much so, in fact,

ported Pinochet throughout his 17 years in office,

that it is said to be more of a movement now

despite the fact that he murdered, tortured and/or

than an actual organization.

exiled tens if not hurrlreds of thousands of his

There are, of course, scores of other

political opponents.

reasons why the Middle East has a deep hatred

us? Although... I understand that you may think

over to the rest of the world which sees Ameri

that that was

can hegemony and shudders. That doesn't

In light of this, how can they not hate

before.

for us. But the point is that that hatred is carried

But what has America done

to piss everyone off recently?

mean there aren't other power-hungry hege
monic nations, but it's no coincidence that the

Well, for one let's look at America's
militarism. The United States' military budget for

United States today is considered the greaest

the year 2005 is $420. 7 billion, up from $399.1 in

and the most dangerous power in the world.

2004 and up from $288.8 billion in 2000. As it

And this is precisely because it has the ability to

stands, this number is 6 times the military budget

act outside the realm of morality and decency
coupled with its shockingly efficient ability to

of Russia, with the second largest numbers. In
fact, the US spends more than the next 14 nations

away, subjugated, oppressed and devastated

manipulate its own masses to complacency,
apathy and even to consent.

combined. Why? Does the US need this much

throughout the half century of Israel's existence,

more protection than the rest of the world? Well,

and they still are, to this very day. The US still

yes and no. The Roman Empire always took

supports Israel very much, by, for example, giv

Meanwhile, the mainstream Ameri
can public busies itself with reality TV-shows

pride in its legions, too. You sec, errpircs need

ing it roughly $3 billion dollars a year in foreign

and worries about "high" gas prices and doesn't

large armies to police the world to protect their

aid, the most aid given to any other nation. On

even have a clue about the world outside their

"interests." This is why America needs a huge

top of all that, when anyone tries to speak out

sterile environment. And this ignorance and

military. It needs this military to keep its position

against the Palestinian oppression, they are

lack of emotion is what drives the rest of the

of power. And this stubborn, violent, and almost

called anti-semites.

world to hatred at the empire we call America.

desperate circumstance of existence is the root of
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wave American flag$ abd their%
de8perate arms in dire need of resrue after tlie.

wrath of Hurricane Katrina tore through New
Orleans . l11e flag in the
duality ofj\merica RS Olte ofthe:riches'fu:)
tir es inthe :world rontrastelfwithHI! d. ·
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Colombian Peace Community is just one in

SO A Cont.

of the SOA. Most people know nothing of this

(Continuedfrom page 1)

terrorist training center located right here in the

20, hundreds of activists will descend on Fort

United States. Since the protests, there have

Benning, Georgia to protest the School of the

been many token changes to the SOA including

Americas, speak out for truth, confront injustice

the change of their name and the inclusion of

and work to change US foreign policy. But it

novel courses in peace-keeping. The movement

would be an injustice to call it a mere political

is gaining momentum as the SOA keeps trying

action; the gatherings at Fort Benning are also

publicity tactics to divert the truth. Yet even

like a communal healing ritual that connects the

with the new name, there is the same shame.

community to one another and to an unseen grid

Leaming about the SOA and the ripple effects it

of universal life-power through music, move

has throughout Latin America is shocking and

ment, drama, symbols, and the collective union

painful to most. People are so outraged that

of love, peace and truth.

they commune in Fort Benning, and some peo

What is the SOA and why are so

ple choose to come year after year. Many peo

many people willing to risk imprisonment to

ple choose to symbolically "cross the line" onto

speak out against it? The School of the Ameri

SOA grounds (it is legal to enter the base, but

cas (SOA) was renamed in 2001 as the

not for political reasons). For a first time of

"Western Hemisphere Institute for Security

fense, those who cross the line are arrested and

Cooperation." Located in Fort Benning, Geor

would receive a letter barring them from the

gia, it is a combat training institution for Latin

base for 1 -5 years. Repeat offenders risked jail

American soldiers. According to the SOA

time, while the SOA assassins, ironically, are

Watch, SOA/WHISC has trained more than

free today. But even with the police oppression

60,000 Latin American soldiers in

and the incarceration, many dissenters feel in

"counterinsurgency techniques, sniper training,
commando and psychological warfare, military
intelligence and interrogation tactics." The SOA
has both denied these claims and also said that
they no longer teach those techniques. SOA

graduates return home to Latin America with
this gained knowledge and many commit atroci
ties on their own people. They have targeted
union organizers, priests, nuns, social justice
and poverty justice workers, and educators,
among others. SOA Watch declares that
"hundreds of thousands of Latin Americans
have been tortured, raped, assassinated,
'disappeared,' massacred, and forced into ref
uge by those trained at the 'School of Assassins.'"
On February 21 - 22, 2005, eight
members (including three children) of the San
Jose de Apartad6 Peace Community in Uraba,

a

long line of atrocities committed by graduates

tense freedom from the experience because they
Colombia, were brutally murdered. Witnesses

have worked for healing and connected to the

identified the murderers to be the Colombian

unifying "soul force" that Gandhi once spoke of

military's l 7d' and 11th Brigades, led by Gen

in relation to nonviolent direct action. By su

eral Hector Jaime Fandino Rincon, who

perceding their

graduated from the SOA in 1976. Among

cause of a greater good, these activists who

own

needs and fears for the

those massacred was Luis Eduardo Guerra.

choose to fill themselves with compassion and

Guerra was co-founder of the Peace Commu

love, will in tum heal themselves and become

nity and an internationally recognized peace

more whole. Peaceful hearts, minds and actions

activist. In 2002, Guerra spoke at the SOA

have a ripple effect and can work to make us all

protest and gave first hand testimony of the

more whole.

impact oppressive US foreign policies and

For more information about the upcoming pro

military trained by the SOA have had in Co

test in Fort Benning, Georgia, visit

lombia. Little has been done to investigate
these brutal murders and military forces have
forced all but five of the 100 families that are
the Peace Community to leave their homes.
Unfortunately, the massacre of the

www.soaw.org.
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Disaster Preparedness, continued
(Continued from page I)

still created a high degree of concern for

were more effectively centralized on the

the preparedness for any future disasters

Some 450 public buildings (schools,

nation's health than that of others. This is

is the earthquake in Loma Pritea.

libraries, recreation centers, and offices)

not the first instance where not enough

On October 17, the Loma Prieta

and 27 bridges [that] were damaged.

suffered significant damage, as did

aid was provided by the government due

earthquake affected the San Francisco

utilities such as water, power, and sewer.

to agendas overseas or other tantalizing

Bay area during the 1989 World Series

Six thousand commercial buildings were

political activities of our
government. The despondency portrayed

m

.
the media

was a direct result of the delay in action to this affected

EEiiil·it�iLxc.�M¥£J.)£@f
:
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area and the un-preparedness

· � '" ·

·

.

and was thought at the time to

be the expected "Bi � One," an

earthquake so massive that the

damaged," according to California Policy
Seminar Brief Series(UCOP). FEMA's
contribution of $6.961 billion to this

lives lost and the cost for resto-

disaster was less than 30% of the total

ration would be inconceivable.

collective costs. Once again the

National Geographic focused

government's contributions to people

and mismanagement of resources that

on this crisis in an analysis article on San

affected by natural disasters is

were needed to ensure the welfare of all

Francisco's vulnerability in the October

insufficient in handling the needs of

citizens despite their race or socio-

2004 issue. The earthquake was noted to

those affected.

economic level.

be significant at 7.1 on the Richter scale

The U.S. is not foreign at all to

As for Hurricane Andrew the

leaving a significant amount of damage

total loss was reported by UCOP to be
more than $16.3 billion with FEMA

handling natural disasters, nor is this the

to numerous areas in Northern California

last disaster that we are bound to experi-

but with the primary aid being supplied

contributing only $1.813 billion only

ence. Other disasters that have been han-

from organizations such as the Red Cross

covering 13% of the total losses. The

died more effectively but not sufficiently

and public and private donations that

inadequacy of the government to aid

by the government were the Loma Prieta

were sufficient enough to restore 75% of

these disasters financially was

and Northridge earthquakes in California

the homes at that time. One of the towns

fortunately able to be remedied by the

in 1989 and 1994, respectively. There

affected, Watsonville, lost more than 800

strength of the people and businesses that

was also Hurricane Andrew in 1992, af-

single family homes according to

fecting Florida and Louisiana. These

the National Information Service

natural disasters received much quicker

for Earthquake Engineering but

response times and the devastation was

"very few victims applied for or

came together to help these areas
•

·-

recover from these tragedies.
After reviewing our past natu
ral disasters and the progression

much better handled compared to Hurri-

received federal and state assis-

of Hurricane Katrina's recovery

cane Katrina. This catastrophe is an em-

tance" because of difficulties

efforts, President George W .

bodiment of the weaknesses that exist in

qualifying for aid from the state

this nation and are being targeted at

or government. Total costs to

... Bush's approach appears insuffi.
cient and reflective of the lack of

President George W. Bush and his ad-

restore three quarters of the dam-

funding and preparedness by the

ministration. There is an increasing level

aged area were greater than

government both now and his
torically. The past response times

of concern on the efficacy of Bush's

$1.13 billion. Very little of the

management style, thereby leading to his

money received for restoration

dangerously faltering public image. Ac-

has been provided by the government

cording to a strategy proposed by the

because many of the original buildings

cantly inept. The delayed start by the

President's administration in Time, the

and newly-established buildings in that

government has not affected the quality

first part of the proposal is stated as

area are still not up-to-date with building

and dedication of the people working to

"spend freely, and worry about the tab

codes and will more than likely collapse

remedy the difficulties of those in the

and the consequences later. 'Nothing can

if there were another significant earth-

south. The uncertainty of this nation's

salve the wounds like money,' said an

quake, as analyzed in Time.

official who helped develop this strat-

Additionally, the 1994 earth-

have been commendable but with
this current disaster it appears signifi

preparedness planning and funding
leaves a feeling of vulnerability with the

egy." This focus has led the country into

quake in Northridge was also insuffi-

capabilities of the government to safely

a national debt that appears limitless and

ciently funded. The earthquake was de-

ensure the continuation of our liveli

in time can only lead to further depriva-

dared as a state of emergency by FEMA

hoods in the case of another disaster.

tion in this country. Historical disasters

with costs running from $25 to greater

With a so-called technologically and so

have been resolved in a much more eco-

than $35 billion to recover the Los Ange-

cially advanced nation are we really

nomically friendly way than this current

Jes Area. This earthquake had a lesser

demonstrating our capacity to handle any

administration is proposing. One disaster

magnitude at 6.8 but damage occurred to

future disasters, whether natural or man

that has left significantly .less scars but

"Sections of six freeways [that] collapsed

made?

•
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a Counterargume nt continued

(Continued from page 3)

Mississippi who are deployed in Iraq and

cans, including journalists and members of

website for more information, or perhaps

Afghanistan had been closer to home? The

the media. Reporters have asked forthright

read the newspaper the next day.

senator's response was elusive. Brian Wil

questions and made blatantly disapproving

liams (NBC/MSNBC), Jack Cafferty (CNN),

remarks aimed at members of local, state and

Shepard Smith (Fox News), Marcy McGinnis

federal government officials.

"provide people with the information they

(CBS News), among other in the media have

need to be free and self-governing." The

kept the government and those in positions of

media has an obligation to serve the public

One example is ABC World News

To quote authors Bill Kovach and
Tom Rosentiel, the journalist's purpose is to

Tonight correspondent Elizabeth Vargas,

power in check with authoritative, unabashed

who, reporting live amid the damage in Lou

with relevant and interesting news, but the

journalism.

media does not exist without its public. Like

isiana, asked "Did the government learn any

We have an obligation as responsi

the journalist, the public's role in media con

thing from 9/11 about how to handle a major

ble citizens to stay informed of the issues

catastrophe?" Jon Sanner, her executive pro

sumption is also a process: interest, knowl

surrounding us today. We have the freedom

ducer, supported the remark, noting that it is

edge, contemplation, judgment. I am quite

to choose from which medium to get our

the reporters' task to "ask a lot of tough ques

certain that the masses of intelligent Ameri

news, and we can voice our opinions about

tions and raise issues for our audience."

can citizens, whose interest in the news and

how to make those sources better. It is im

diligence in learning the facts, are far from

In another recent example of the

portant to remember that print journalism can

emboldened media, CNN correspondent An

"delusional" and will continue to sustain this

generally devote more space and time to a

educational state of existence.

drew Cooper asked Sen. Trent Lott in a tele

story than can television. If your interest is

phone interview if some of the deaths from

piqued but unsatisfied by the brief snippets of

Katrina might have been averted if the many

news and headlines offered on an evening

National Guard troops from Louisiana and

news broadcast, go to the accompanying

•
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Resources and Citations:
Resources for "Through the Eye of the
Storm"
http://www.dr-fix-it.com/arc_kyoto.html
http://www.motherjones.com
http://www.commondreams.org/
headlines05/0901-02.htm
http://www.dissidentvoice.org
The New York Times, Monday, September 5,
2005
Resources for "Birth Rights"
Thinking Woman's Guide to a Better Birth by
Henci Goer
http://www.usatoday.com - Battle lines drawn
over C-sections
http://pregnancyandbaby.com/read/
articles/295.htm
http://www.compleatmother.com/factsheet.
htm

Resources for "Crossing the Line: SOA and
the Spirit of Protest"

WE'RE

ON

THE WEB!

http://www.harpercollege.edu/cluborgs/honors
_

